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About this Document:
This Document outlines the Big Local Area Profile for Fishwick & St Matthew’s (Inner East Preston) and is
based on consultation and community activity completed between June and December 2013.
Information has also been included from the Inner East Preston Neighbourhood Plan consultation as well as
from other relevant sources (for example National Statistics and information held by the Local Authority).
Supporting evidence, including a timeline of events and associated web links plus more information on how
you can get involved is available on our Big Local Website which can be found at: www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk

“This profile sets the foundation for our Big Local Plan”,
John Rochford, Chairman. Friends of Fishwick and St Matthew’s.

This document provides a balanced view of the Inner East Preston area - as it appears today.
It also outlines the emerging priorities and themes that residents and business owners have highlighted
throughout recent consultation.
Over 1200 people (10% of the area population) have contributed to this document (either directly or
indirectly) through a variety of means, which include: the completion of questionnaires, video interviews,
attending meetings, focus group work, on street consultation, through art, through social media, online and
via a range of exciting community based projects and initiatives.

About Big Local:
Big Local is an exciting opportunity for residents in 150 areas around England to use at least £1m to make
lasting positive difference to their communities. It’s about bringing together all the local talent, ambitions,
skills and energy from individuals, groups and organisations who want to make their area an even better place
to live. Big Local is being run by Local Trust, which is working with over £200m from the Big Lottery Fund and a
range of partners providing expert advice and support for residents. More information about the Big Local
programme is available here: http://www.localtrust.org.uk/big-local/
The four programme outcomes for Big Local are:

1. Communities will be better able to identify local needs and take action in
response to them.
2. People will have increased skills and confidence, so that they continue to
identify and respond to needs in the future.
3. The community will make a difference to the needs it prioritises.
4. People will feel that their area is an even better place to live.
What’s Big Local not about?
It’s NOT about your local authority, the government or a national organisation telling you what to do.
It’s NOT about individual groups fixing their favourite problem without talking to a wide range of different
people who live and work in the community.
It’s NOT about short-term thinking – you’ve got 10 years or more to plan and deliver the best options for your
area.
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What we have included:
The following pages make up the Area Profile for Fishwick & St Matthew’s, remember there is much more
detail available on our Website www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
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Summary:
John Rochford, Chairperson, Friends of Fishwick and St Matthew’s
As Chairperson of the Friends of Fishwick and St Matthew’s I am
delighted to present the Big Local Area Profile which signals the start
of our Big Local journey and the very exciting prospect of investing
£1m of Lottery cash directly into the Inner East Preston Area.
The Area Profile sets out our Big Local priorities for Fishwick and St
Matthew’s. From here we can put together an achievable and sustainable Big Local Plan,
complement the current Neighbourhood Plan and begin to tackle some of the major problems in the
area - for the long term.
It is great to know that this entire process has been managed and lead by local residents with
support from our community development worker and a whole host of partner organisations - all
dedicated to improving day to day life in Fishwick and St Matthew’s. As you will see, improving
Children’s Play facilities, Safety on our Streets, Health & Wellbeing and better access to Jobs and
Training are all highlighted as priorities by residents and business owners.
We have also identified that it is not always easy to get support when you need it and that there is a
clear need to improve how we communicate what is going on in the area.
I believe that this profile sets the foundation for our Big Local Plan, none of which will be possible
without the ongoing support of partners and individuals who work and volunteer in the area. With
this in mind I must take this opportunity to personally thank everyone contributing to this process so
far. It is however only the beginning, we are at the start of a long journey, a journey which will bring
about real improvements to the area where we live. We must now work together even more closely
to achieve our goals and realise our vision:
“To improve the image and reputation of Fishwick and St Matthew’s and make Inner East Preston
a better, safer, cleaner and healthier place for everyone to live and work in.”

John Rochford
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Setting the Scene:
Fishwick and St Matthew’s are two of the largest inner
city areas of Preston in Lancashire.
Together they make up “Inner East Preston” (home to a combined population of around 14,000 people).
Inner East Preston can be easily accessed from the M6 Motorway
(Junction 31) by following the A59 towards Preston City Centre.
On the way you can also visit Brockholes Nature Reserve (which plays
host to local education and recreation activities), you could cast a line in
the River Ribble or even stay at the locally renowned, Ticked Trout Hotel.
Whatever you choose, both Fishwick and St Matthew’s are just a stone’s
throw away from the tourist attractions of the Ribble Valley.
Following the A59 towards Preston you will soon reach the top of
Brockholes Brow. Just two minutes after you leave the motorway the
trees, lakes and fields are quickly replaced. It is worth noting that
Brockholes Brow is classed as a “priority enforcement route” by
Lancashire Police due to the amount of traffic that travels into Inner East
Preston each day.

The Inner East Preston Neighbourhood
Area was formally designated in
November 2012. It lies to the east of
Preston City Centre and covers the
majority of two wards, Fishwick and St
Matthew’s. The area is highly urban in
character with a population of
approximately 14,000. It is ranked as
amongst the top 10% most deprived
communities in England.
The qualifying body, the Friends of
Fishwick and St Matthew’s (F.O.F.S.), was
established in 2011 to represent local
residents and promote the neighbourhood
area. They received fifth wave Front
Runner status in March 2012.
http://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/1809761/inner_e
ast_preston_case_study_jan_2013.pdf

At the top of the brow, to the left, you will see the entrance to the former
“Preston Deaf School”. This has also been home to local charities and
organisations over the years, all of whom have now gone. Most of this area is
now derelict and plans have recently been submitted for redevelopment
http://www.lep.co.uk/news/luxury-homes-plan-for-former-deaf-school-site-1-6403560...

Further along on your left you will find a development of
semidetached homes, these lead onto Fishwick Hall Golf Club which in
turn extends onto the banks of the River Ribble.
Houses in this area sell in the region of £135,000 but some can sell for
a lot more.
To your right you will pass the outer limits of the Ribbleton Ward
known as Farringdon Park.
As you approach the “Hesketh
Roundabout” the southern
edge of the “Old” Cemetery is
clearly visible through the
trees that surround it.
You will pass the local garage
/ convenience store and a few
other local businesses such as
Fishwick Ramblers Club.
As you arrive at the roundabout you have a choice whether to go right onto Blackpool Road towards Ribbleton
or continue into the heart of the area via New Hall Lane.
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If you choose to stay on New Hall Lane you will pass the Hesketh Arms Family Pub and will soon see the
spacious Ribbleton Park emerge to your right.
Ribbleton Park (formerly Waverly Park) features football pitches, a children’s play area, bowling green and the
Fishwick and St Matthew’s Community Gardens.
From this point you are quickly heading into the main shopping and business area of Inner East Preston, known
as…

“The gateway to Preston”
Terraced houses make up most of the side streets in Fishwick and St Matthew’s but in some (redeveloped)
areas such as the old dog track (situated between New Hall Lane, Acregate Lane and Miller Road), newer
housing has been built - most of which is privately owned.
The majority housing is home ownership/mortgaged with (RSL) social housing and private rented a close equal
second. Contour Homes (now Symphony) have around 1/3 of properties on Callon. Community Gateway
Association is the largest RSL followed by Your Housing Group.
As well as being a main route into Preston, New Hall Lane defines the boundary between the Fishwick and St
Matthew’s wards. St Matthew’s to the North is very urban and, apart from Ribbleton Park, has very little green
space.
Fishwick sees similar housing near
to New Hall Lane, but this changes
significantly as you head further
into the side streets with a
mixture of semi-detached homes,
flats and even bungalows
appearing.
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Vast:
“Inner East Preston is a

massive area”

From the shops and takeaways of New Hall Lane to the back streets of Fishwick and Callon you can travel as far
as Porter Street (almost into Deepdale) before you leave the ward boundary (the boundary signalled by the old
Preston – Longridge Railway line). More centrally the Ribbleton Lane “gateway” and shopping area adds to the
vibrancy of the area albeit is still in need of investment and redevelopment of run down properties.
Inner East Preston now includes a brand new Morrison’s Supermarket Development on the former James Hall
Spar site (off Blackpool Road). Preston Prison is also situated in the area as are many local and even national
businesses and enterprises. From mechanics to fast food outlets, pawn brokers, hair salons, corner shops, even
a handful of pubs and clubs, there is also a BMX Track, home to Preston Pirates. There is a Hotel, Lidl
Supermarket, Bingo Hall and many more businesses operating in the area, making Inner East Preston a hive of
activity!
At night certain parts of the area suffer from anti-social behaviour.
There is an increasing need to provide support for local street workers
and homeless people, and people in need of support with the very
basics. The majority of such work is carried out by local charities who
are reliant on grants and other funding as well as the people and
volunteers who give up their time to sustain such important work.

People tell us that the Fishwick and St
Matthew’s areas of Preston “lack
investment”
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The Whole Picture:
Inner East Preston is clearly not without its problems. Some of the problems are very deeply rooted and will
need major investment to make a noticeable difference; other problems can be tackled more easily and are
well within the scope of future plans.

It is in the hands of the community if real change is to
happen and a vision is to be realised
St Matthew’s includes a large number of derelict areas, mainly comprised of disused / demolished factories
such as the former Preston Gas Works on Ribbleton Lane. Similarly the former Tetrad Factory site has been
dormant for several years, although it is now subject to a planning application since being sold by the company
– this site will hopefully be redeveloped into affordable housing but until such as time present an eyesore and
potential danger, especially to children.
Air Quality is generally low and recent reports show adjacent London Road, and New Hall Lane as having
excessive amounts of noxious gas in the nearby air. This is caused by the amount of traffic that flows in and out
of Preston each day, both roads providing bridging points over the river. New Hall Lane and London Road are
designated “Air Quality Management Areas” by the local authority.
It is often the case that not everyone is aware of the community infrastructure already in place so there tends
to be unnecessary duplication of services or under attendance at new or one off activities.
There is a possibility that the former Pubs could be made available by developers who are keen to support
community use alongside other developments. However the majority of pub sites will most certainly remain
closed for the foreseeable future. In fact, there are only a couple of traditional Pubs left open in the entire
area, most have either been demolished or are left derelict. People highlight a lack of social activities for all
ages (in particular older men) as being a concern.
Close by the new Morrison’s Development has improved the local landscape and has helped to address some
road safety issues due to the improvements to the highway to accommodate the extra vehicles. Developments
such as this also provide much needed job opportunities. The demand for jobs in Fishwick and St Matthew’s is
high and despite the efforts of community groups and work clubs there is still a proportion of people who feel
under supported when looking for work.
Other areas such as Paul’s Pad or Truro Place (as it is now known) have been subject to disputes over planning
for many years. This area in particular was home to flats until they were demolished. Since then there has
been much opposition to housing development from local residents who believe the area is already
overcrowded, and who have expressed many times that they want the Pad to remain a green space.
A burned out shell of the former St Joseph’s Club and boarded up Skeffington Arms are both a sign of times
gone by. Boarded up properties seemingly litter the area and in general things seem a little run down. People
tell us that this affects their general feeling of wellbeing and ultimately the appearance and reputation of the
area. Fly tipping, litter and dog fouling also lower the tone of the area and cause concern for residents.

The sheer size of Fishwick and St Matthew’s
means that you can quickly move from new to old
and from good to bad, the area is very diverse in
its appearance and is literally a melting pot of
people, places, culture and heritage.
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What we already know:
Below is a snapshot of the area taken from our Neighbourhood Plan data; the work already completed on the
neighbourhood plan means that we have a really good understanding of the area and what goes on here, more
information and in-depth statistics can be found at the following Websites:
•
•
•
•

www.saferlancashire.co.uk
www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/census/2011/census-data
www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports
www.friendsoffishwickandstmatthews.org.uk
Fishwick

St Matthew’s

Size of Area

293.91 hectares which represents
2.06% of the total local authority
area of Preston

120.51 hectares which represents
0.84% of the total local authority
area of Preston.

Number of Homes

Households: 2254
Population: 5784

Households: 3295
Population: 8187

Asian 1766
Black 133
Mixed Race 158
White 3693
Other 54
Recorded crime has decreased by
18.4%.

Asian 2369
Black 134
Mixed Race 304
White 5285
Other 95
Recorded crime has increased by
8.0%.

Fishwick has 323 (5.58%)
residents in poor health and
78 (1.35%) residents in very
bad health.

St Matthew’s has 480
(5.86%) residents in poor
health and 133 (1.62%)
residents in very bad health.

Number of People
Ethnicity

Crime Rate:
Health and Wellbeing:

Benefit Claimants:

Claimants

count

%

Preston
%

Job Seekers
Allowance

225

6.1

3.4

ESA /
Incapacity
Benefits

360

9.8

Lone Parents

100

Carers

count

%

Preston
%

Job Seekers
Allowance

330

6.9

3.4

7.4

ESA /
Incapacity
Benefits

595

12.4

7.4

2.7

1.4

Lone Parents

155

3.2

1.4

85

2.3

1.5

Carers

125

2.6

1.5

Others on
income related
benefits

15

0.4

0.4

Others on
income related
benefits

45

0.9

0.4

Disabled

60

1.6

1.2

Disabled

100

2.1

1.2

Bereaved

5

0.1

0.2

Bereaved

10

0.2

0.2

850

23.1

15.4

Total Claimants

1,360

28.3

15.4

Total Claimants

% with no qualifications:

36.01%

Claimants

34.45%

Both areas are similar in many ways however there are some obvious differences in statistical data for
example the crime rate which is notably higher in St Matthew’s than Fishwick, this supports people’s view
that they feel unsafe on the streets, especially after dark.
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Groups working in the area:
Inner East Preston has a range of facilities and groups working in the area; however, the majority of these are
based on the Fishwick side of New Hall Lane. A list of popular groups can be found below (please note that this
list is not exhaustive). You will notice we have included Miller Road Café in this list. This is because it is a very
popular community hub where people can meet and socialise.
Name of Group

Area of Operation:
Fishwick

St Matthew’s

Specialism / Target Group

F.O.F.S
Fishwick Rangers
YMCA
Callon Community Kids Club
Sahara in Preston
Emmaus
St Matthew’s Mission
Museum of Lancashire
Fishwick Nature Reserve
West View Leisure Centre
St Joseph’s Centre
Various Group
Smiley Studio
Street Pastors
FOXTON CENTRE
Miller Rd Café
Bethel Church Café
The Risen Lord (Parish)
Fishwick Ramblers
Ablaze Youth Group
Sure Start Children’s Centre
Young People’s Service
DnB Solutions
Wildlife Trust
Community Gateway
Preston City Council
Contour Homes
Preston Rosettes
Preston Pirates
Help Direct

YES
YES
YES
YES (CALLON ONLY)
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES

Whole Community
Children and Young People
Available for community use
Children and Young People
Black & Asian Women
Homeless / Ex-Homeless
Available for community use
Lancashire wide resource
Lancashire Wide resource
Sport / All Community
Sport / Wider Community
Art / Small Group
Art / Wider Community
Faith / Those in Need
Homelessness / Those in need
Meeting Point / General Public
Faith / Public at large
Faith / General Public
Social Club / Adults
Youth Arts / Young People
Childcare / 0-5 Children
Young People
Community Infrastructure
Nature / Environment
Housing
Community Development
Housing
Dance Troupe
BMX Group
Support Groups

Residents believe that the majority of community activity in Inner East Preston takes place at the YMCA and
the Callon Community House (Fishwick) or St Matthew’s Mission and St Joseph’s Centre (St Matthews).
Fishwick and St Matthew’s share six primary schools which are evenly spread across the area, but there are no
high schools. There are currently no libraries in the area.

Residents from St Matthew’s have told us that they are not
always aware of activities taking place in the area and they
feel like priority is always given to Fishwick Residents.
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Big Local Infrastructure:
The Friends of Fishwick and St Matthew’s (F.O.F.S.) work in partnership with a host of groups and partner
organisations to ensure that the Big Local process is managed and lead by the residents of Fishwick and St
Matthew’s.
Local Volunteers (Residents) make up the majority of the F.O.F.S executive committee, local community
groups, local businesses, other organisations and the Preston City Council are also represented.
The executive committee delegates a sub group and various steering groups to deliver work on its behalf.
Some of this work is done by staff and volunteers, other work is done by partner organisations who are
represented on the various working groups. The operating structure is shown below:

Conversations
about Big Local
and the
possibilities are
well underway
with residents
working
together closely
to come up with
solutions to real
life problems.
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Barriers:
Statutory services, community groups and partner organisations work to the best of their ability to deliver
service in response to local need (ranging from childcare and schooling to the most specialist of support), yet
local people still identify gaps in provision.
On the face of it there is a lot of community activity taking place and thing seem to function normally;
however, a lack of investment in the area combined with a lack of readily accessible project funding are taking
their toll.
The lack of finance is recognised by groups and organisations and is felt by the residents who, in some cases,
depend on such services in order to make sustained progress in their lives. People recognise that it is
important to keep money “sticky” so that it stays in the local economy; they value local trade and recognise
the importance of the area having a clean and vibrant appearance to attract potential business.
Despite people’s realisation of what needs to be done, there are always potential hurdles in the way.
Increasing passing business trade for example is hampered by excessive parking restrictions and a lack of
parking spaces for customers. This results in people driving by rather than stopping for some lunch.
Statistics presented in this profile show the issues faced by the people who live in Inner East Preston. Spending
time talking to people or just walking around the area will help shed even more light on the issues faced by not
just one community but many layers of community all living and working together in a very active and
constantly moving urban area.

Below is a list of commonly reported barriers which are hindering community work in the area:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information is not shared well enough and people do not know where to find it readily
There is a lack of funding / access to funding and lack of expert capacity to apply for funding properly
Community Buildings and their fixtures and fittings are getting old and often show signs of wear and tear.
IT Equipment is becoming outdated yet is in very high demand
Community vehicles are in need of repair / replacement
Resources are limited and have to be made the most of, for example staff, volunteers, buildings,
equipment and so forth.

These are some of the barriers affecting local trade:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking
Appearance of the streets
Reputation of the area
Lack of start-up opportunities
Lack of investment in people, skills and training
Lack of local job opportunities (people from outside the area are employed in the area)

These are some of the barriers preventing people from making progress:
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of confidence and self esteem
Lack of support with finance
Lack of training and job opportunities
Worries about safety after dark (fear of crime)
Inadequate health and social care facilities in the area, especially in relation to dentistry, childcare and
places to socialise for all ages.
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Reaching the Community, Quick Wins:
Developing this profile has involved an initial investment of £18,000 which has been drawn down from Big
Local funding already in place to support this process.
This money has been invested by the F.O.F.S. Executive Committee and Big Local Steering Group as follows:
•
•
•

£10,000 – Community Development Worker (initial period of 8 months)
£5000 – Marketing, Promotion and Development Activity
£5000 – Quick Wins Grants Programme

It was recognised from the start that in order to effectively promote the Big Local initiative and to maximise
engagement, local community groups and organisations should be included in the process. To do this ten
grants of £500 each were made available. Local groups where encouraged to put forward projects that would
be of lasting benefit to the community and that would enable in depth consultation with the local community.
The following groups were awarded a small grant, you can see below what they did and what the impact was:

Group

Amount

Activity

Fishwick Rangers
Callon Kids Club
They Eat Culture
DnB Solutions
Guild Wheel User Group
Emmaus Preston
Sahara in Preston
Preston Street Pastors
Smiley Studio
Dovetail Together
Fishwick Junior Football Team

£500
£500
£500
£450
£500
£500
£500
£500
£500
£500
£100

Multi-Cultural Celebration Event
Fun Activities and Events
Up-Cycling and Art Project
Youth Consultation and Event
Environmental improvements
Work with Ex-Homeless People
Work with Asian Women
Soup on the Streets
Art Projects across the area
Music and Creative Writing
Sponsorship of Kit
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Not reinventing the wheel:
In addition to the Quick Wins projects, a range of other activities including focus groups, workshops and
community meetings have been held across the area. Visit the timeline: www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
Community Café Events in partnership with Preston City Council and Community Gateway Association have
proved a useful format for meeting people and discussing the issues that matter to them.
Schools have been involved via the neighbourhood plan work already conducted so to avoid duplication
children and young people have fed into this process through community activities such as “Cinema around
the Corner” (facilitated by local Arts organisation “They Eat Culture”) and the brand new Smiley Studio headed
up by Artist in Residence Steven Asbury.
Sahara have facilitated in depth consultation with the Asian community who highlighted many concerns in
keeping with the general view, especially in relation to safety on the streets, training and jobs and safer play
and facilities for children; whilst Emmaus have helped us to engage with former homeless, and in some cases,
vulnerable adults.
The work of the street pastors has allowed us to seek the opinions of a range of local people as they went
about their business and through a combination of questionnaires, interviews, other activities and events we
have involved over 1200 people in the development of this profile.

What is immediately obvious, throughout the area, is that
community groups and organisations are already making a
difference, they are on the front line and are in touch with
real people
The Quick Wins projects have showed how much can be achieved from a relatively small investment when
working with groups who are already established. Their local volunteers seem have unlimited energy and
passion for improving the area. They are dedicated to making a difference and should be supported to do so.
Working together, sharing information and resources has proven key to creating momentum, in communities
however momentum is often short lived.
All of the above opportunities have complemented the day to day work of local groups and organisations. They
have enabled consultation to happen and have provided great insight into what is happening in the area, what
the priorities are and how, potentially, we can make things better. They have demonstrated how much impact
can be had with only £5000, but have also shown the depths to which some issues and problems are apparent.
Not everything has been written down, some has been filmed, some has been sung, some drawn, some
painted. The following pages outline what people have said and set out the priorities and emerging themes
that will form the starting point for the Big Local plan.

Working together, sharing information and resources and
involving more people in positive activities has created a real
buzz about Big Local
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The Big Issues, what the community say:
The Community at large is a powerful voice, almost 12000 people.
We have managed to include 10% of the area population (directly and indirectly) using the methods described
in this document.
Hundreds of comments have been captured and recorded as well as standard questionnaire data.

The following Big Issues emerge:
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Children’s play areas and facilities are in
need of major overhaul – this is a major
concern
Safety on the streets, especially at night,
which encompasses drugs and
associated crime, is a major concern
Jobs, skills and training opportunities
are not apparently available in the
area, yet there is a very high demand
The appearance of the streets needs
to be improved
More support needs to be provided
for the poorest of families and
individuals across the area
Community Activity and relevant
information is poorly
communicated and this should be
improved
People find it difficult to get
support when they need it on a
range of issues such as finance,
debt advice, parenting and
healthy eating
More could be done to engage
and involve the community in existing events
and activities
A community focal point (or points) is needed, such as a community café or similar enterprise.

The finer detail:
Even more detail is available on www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
People seem to enjoy living in the area and are quite prepared to take responsibility for it. However, a
combination of factors prevents people from giving up their time to help out. People have told us that they
don’t feel they would have “permission” to do things in the community because they are poorly skilled or
come from troubled backgrounds.
In some cases problems could be solved much sooner if people knew what help and support they had available
to them, sometimes unknowingly, it is right on their doorstep. On other occasions people have no idea where
to start with a problem and often believe that it is up to someone else to fix.
A lack of safe community space really has an impact on people living in the area. The majority of pubs have
closed, others are on the verge of closure and there are only a couple of Cafés where people can sit down,
meet up and have a conversation.
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Consultation Report:
Big Local Questionnaires:
342 People have completed a Big Local Survey either on paper or online:
Paper Questionnaire: 226
Online Questionnaire: 15
Sticker Chart: 78
Big Local Q&A comments sheet: 23
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Neighbourhood Plan:
In total 9,440 publications about the Neighbourhood Plan were provided to the community and local
businesses in different formats over a 12 month period. 602 local people directly responded the
Neighbourhood Plan consultation and their views about what matters in the area are not dissimilar from those
highlighted above. People said they valued the access to local shops, schools, good neighbours and the diverse
community groups in the area.
The main concerns arising from the Neighbourhood Plan consultation that were shared by residents, local
businesses and services are:
•
•
•

The image and environmental factors such as derelict land, empty properties and rubbish on the streets
The volume of traffic, lack of parking and general road safety
The need for better, safer, greener recreation and play facilities.

The Neighbourhood Plan has embedded four main policy areas in response to the consultation. Once the
Neighbourhood Plan is adopted, any planning application or development plan over the next 15 years must
take account of the following policies:
•
•
•
•

Protection and Enhancement of Local Centres (shopping areas)
Protection of Incidental Green Space
Two Local Employment and Enterprise sites
Protection of Community Assets

Workshops, Focus Groups & Steering Group:
Over 80 people actively engaged in the Big Local Process, meetings are ongoing. All information is on
www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
Music / Song:
A song in seconds was a workshop looking at Fishwick and St Matthew’s and daily life for the residents. You
can see the full song and download the lyrics at www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk. This work highlighted the difficulties
faced when setting up new activities. It also raised issues around communication and a need for better, more
professional community facilities such as music and art studios and more workshops.
Shotta TV have been working with young people to put on a local music event in February 2014. Young People
tell us that they have nowhere to go and nothing to do and can get into trouble easily. They also say that drugs
are easily accessible and can lead people to do “bad things”.
Art and Expression:
Smiley Studio is working in the area on a range of art projects. Smiley Studio’s most recent work (created by
residents) has just been exhibited at the Museum of Lancashire.
Workshop participants have been using seeds and grains to produce mosaics that represent their thoughts and
concerns about the area. “Friendship” and Positive Relationships amongst local people are highlighted
regularly through this work, as is the importance of community infrastructure and the ongoing support for
volunteers. www.smileystudio.co.uk
Video:
A lot of people are reluctant to feature on film. Those who have been happy to share their feelings are
available to watch on our You Tube Channel via www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
In the Streets:
The majority of consultation has taken place in the streets. Preston’s Street Pastors have been very successful
in seeking the opinions of local residents and many other conversations have been had besides. In some cases
people have not filled in a questionnaire. Some people have not said very much. And some people do not want
to be approached.
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Comments:
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Themes:
The following four themes pull together all of the issues highlighted by the people of Fishwick and St
Matthew’s throughout the consultation work we have conducted. They further allow us to group and prioritise
big issues so that they are easier to make sense of when planning for the future:

Priorities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Safe play areas for Children
Improving and Protecting Green Spaces
Traffic Management and Parking
Older and Vulnerable People’s Issues
Improving the environment
Derelict and disused buildings
Affordable Housing
Affordable Energy

Improving Job and Training Opportunities
Benefits advice, support with bedroom tax
Improving Skills
Sticky Money

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety on our streets, after dark
Drug, Dealing and associated Crime
Poverty
General Health
Air Quality
Provision (E.G. NHS Dentist)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social Activities for all Ages
Improving Communication
Improving and Sustaining existing facilities
Providing Advocacy and Support
Access to Governance Support for all groups
Developing Community Leadership
Developing Community Infrastructure
Improving IT and access to the Internet

Principles:

The following principles are based on things people say are wrong flipped round so that they guide us rather
than being negative. This list is not exhaustive or definitive, it is a starting point.
1.

FOFS TO INSERT PRINCIPLES / VALUES HERE ONCE AGREED
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S.W.O.T. Analysis:
There is every chance that the Big Local process will bring about long lasting change in Inner East Preston,
already several strengths have emerged as have potential weaknesses and threats.
The Big Local planning process will undoubtedly come up against address the following:
Strengths:
• Diverse Population
• Community Groups
• Arts and Culture
• Heritage
• Businesses
• Location
• Assets
• Big Local Area

Weaknesses:
• Communication
• Professional / Expertise
• IT and Infrastructure
• Reliant on volunteers
• Lack of skills
• Low level of public support

Fishwick & St
Matthew’s

Opportunities:
• Derelict Sites
• New Housing Developments
• Consortia working
• Credit Union
• City Deal
• European Investment

Threats:
• Funding Cuts
• Uncharted Territory

What we have learned:
Working in the area in such an intense way has demonstrated that Fishwick and St Matthew’s can be decent
places to live. The people are on the whole very friendly and helpful and there is a massive amount of
community spirit which drives things along. Of course there are the darker sides to the area and there have
been some serious issues over the years. It is now time for Fishwick and St Matthew’s to shine.

Case Studies:
Several case studies are available on the website www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk

Creating an achievable and sustainable Big

Local Plan:

Whilst planning for the future, it is important that we look at Fishwick and St Matthew’s separately as well as
together, the two areas being fairly different, with different challenges in some cases. It is important also that
both areas get a fair share of any future investment. Big Local is about everyone and must be an inclusive
process. The information contained within this document is just a starting point and reflects the views of
people over a short period of time. Issues in the area are deeply engrained into the fabric of life and tackling
these will be very challenging, but not unachievable.
By continuing the excellent work already established in the area and by building on what we already know, the
future is bright for Fishwick and St Matthew’s.
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Linking with other plans:
The Neighbourhood Plan (www.friendsoffishwickandstmatthews.org.uk) is the other main piece of work in the
area that compliments and enhances the work being done around Big Local.

Further Information:
More information can be found online at:
www.fofsbiglocal.org.uk
www.friendsoffishwickandstmatthews.org.uk

@FishwickStMatts
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